Modern applications require more graphics going from Microsoft Windows 7 to Windows 10. Microsoft Office applications saw a 98% increase, while the Browser saw a 91% increase.

- Contact your Cisco sales person or reseller to find out more about these enabling solutions. You can use our online tool to find Cisco resellers close to you.
- Empower your digital workspace
- Cisco solutions for VDI
- Cisco HyperFlex systems
- NVIDIA virtual GPUs
- VMware Horizon
- VMware vSAN

Up to 6x faster
Up to 50% lower bandwidth utilization

- Chrome 49%
- Firefox 66%
- PowerPoint 75%
- Excel 98%
- Outlook 98%

Virtual machines also need a GPU

- WebGL Water rendering test
- Reduce CPU cycles needed
- Usage normalized at 28% with vGPU
- Usage normalized at 96% without (CPU only)

- We invest thousands of hours of joint engineering and testing to validate our solutions.
- Cisco Validated Designs do the heavy lifting for you.
- Cisco Technical Assistance Center (TAC) with partner collaboration

Top 5 Reasons to choose Cisco Hyperconverged Solutions for VDI

1. Derive an exceptional user experience
- Offload the heavy lifting to Cisco
- The latest image, tested and certified by Cisco
- From the cloud to the data center
- Before the data center is set up a Cisco engineer will assess your infrastructure.

2. Simplify with management from Cisco
- Automated infrastructure management reduces administration time.
- Efficient and cost-effective scale-on, scale-up, and managing virtual desktops and desktop applications is easy.

3. Lower your TCO
- 93% less staff time to deploy
- 91% less unplanned downtime (IDC)
- 30% faster desktop Imaging

4. Count on reliable, secure Cisco networking
- Integrated physical and virtual network automation
- Secure connections
- Local and WAN solutions for remote and branch offices

5. Joint engineering and partnership
- We invest thousands of hours of joint engineering and testing to validate our solutions.
- You can call on Cisco to help your team stay up to date.
- Cisco Technical Assistance Center (TAC) with partner collaboration
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